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Some remarks on value-at-risk optimizationRene HenrionWeierstrass Institute Berlin, 10117 Berlin, GermanyAugust 21, 2006AbstratWe disuss to observations related to value-at-risk optimization. First we on-sider a portfolio problem under an innite number of value-at-risk inequality on-straints (modeling rst order stohasti dominane). The random data are assumedto be normally distributed. Although this problem is neessarily non-onvex, anexpliit solution an be derived. Seondly, we provide a (negative) result on quanti-tative stability of the value-at-risk under variation of the random variable. Althoughredued Lipshitz properties (in the sense of almness) may hold true at ontinu-ously distributed random variables under suitable onditions, the result shows thatno full Lipshitz property (more generally: Holder property at any rate) an hold inthe neighbourhood of an arbitrary ontinuously distributed random variable. Evenworse, this observation holds true with respet to any probability metri weakerthan that of total variation.Keywords: value-at-risk, stohasti dominane,Holder ontinuity, quantile funtionsMath Subjet Classiations: 90C151 IntrodutionDespite of a lot of ritiism, the value-at-risk ontinues being a widely used risk measurein nanial or engineering appliations. We reall its denition here:Given a one-dimensional random variable Y whih is dened on the probability spae(
;A; P ), its p-value-at-risk (for p 2 [0; 1℄) is denoted byVaRp(Y ) := inf ft 2 RjP (Y  t)  pg :This work was supported by the DFG Researh Center Matheon Mathematis for key tehnologiesin Berlin 1
The shortomings of VaR are based on modeling as well as on mathematial arguments.The most severe objetion from the modeling point of view is that VaR, due to a lakof onvexity, does not reward diversiation, whih is an essential feature in portfoliooptimization. As a onsequene, VaR fails to be a oherent risk measure (for a ritialdisussion see, e.g., [18℄). Moreover, VaR -onstraints used in stohasti optimizationdo not take into aount the degree of onstraint violation, whih in a nanial ontextould provide valuable additional information. Both these drawbaks seem to be of lessimportane in non-nanial, say engineering appliations. For instane, diversiationis not a universally useful strategy ('splitting of fores' eet), and in many engineeringappliations the (monetary) onsequene of onstraint violation may not be a funtionof the degree at whih suh violation takes plae. As far as mathematial objetions areonerned, the main argument against the use of VaR-onstraints is the typial lak ofonvexity whih leads the problems outside the omfortable world of onvex optimization.Moreover, VaR does not behave in a stable manner under perturbations of the randomvariable. Both issues are extensively disussed in [15℄ when omparing VaR with theonditional value-at-risk.In the present paper, we want to present two observations onerning these two prop-erties (non-onvexity and non-stability). Our aim is not to reason in favour or againstthe use of VaR (atually both observations point to opposite diretions) but to add somemore information to this disussion. The rst observation shows, that it is possible toobtain an expliit solution to a portfolio optimization problem whih is based on an in-nite family of VaR-onstraints (equivalent to a rst order stohasti dominane relation).Although the result requires normally (or more general: elliptially) distributed randomdata, the problem is inevitably non-onvex (in ontrast to a single VaR-onstraint undersuh distributions). In partiular, it is not related to a orresponding formulation basedon the onditional value-at-risk. The result and related observations seem to suggest thatit might pay to investigate the nature of non-onvexity in VaR-Optimization. The seondobservation is less favourable in that it demonstrates the general non-Holder ontinuityof VaR in the neighbourhood of any ontinuously distributed random variable and withrespet to any probability metri weaker than that of total variation. In addition to itsimportane for VaR-based optimization, this result laries some limits for quantitativestability results in optimization problems under probabilisti (or hane) onstraints.2 A ontinuous family of VaR-onstraints under nor-mal distributionTypially, optimization under VaR-onstraints is onsidered to be diÆult due to a lak ofonvexity. There exist important speial ases, however, under whih a solution a solutionan be determined even in the nononvex setting. Therefore it might pay to investigatethe onrete struture of VaR-onstraints before passing to onvex risk formulations. Togive a rst simple example, onsider the following portfolio optimization problem, where2
p 2 [0; 1℄ is a given probability level:maxfE hz;Xi jVaRp(hz;Xi)  L; Xi zi = K; z  0g: (1)Here, X is an n-dimensionsal random variable and z denotes an n-dimensionsal deisionvetor for distributing a apital K on n assets whose random returns are given by theomponents of X. The objetive is to maximize the expeted return E hz;Xi of all assetsunder the additional risk onstraint that the random return hz;Xi has a p-value-at-riskexeeding a ertain level L. In other words, the probability of the random return exeedingthe value L is required not to be smaller than p. The following fat is well-known:If X has an n-dimensionsal normal distribution and if p  0:5, then the VaR-onstraintVaRp(hz;Xi)  L denes a onvex region in the spae of deision vetors z 2 Rn (see [10℄,[19℄). The same result holds true for more general lasses of probability distributions likeelliptially symmetri distributions (see, e.g., [9℄) or log-onave symmetri distributions(see [11℄). It an be shown (see [7℄, Prop. 2.2) that for a ertain range of probabilitylevels p stritly smaller than 0:5, the feasibility region beomes neessarily non-onvex.However, this is not an arbitrary type of non-onvexity. Indeed, by a duality relationshown in [7℄ (Th. 2.1), the feasible region must then be the omplement of some onvexset. Along with the given deterministi simplex onstraints of the portfolio, this allowsto solve (1) by means of so-alled reverse onvex programming methods (see [8℄). Thisprovides an instane, where non-onvex VaR-onstraints an be suessfully treated.Of ourse, one might objet here, that probability levels p < 0:5 are not signiantfor pratial appliations, as the safety threshold is typially hosen lose to one (whereonvexity would hold anyway). Therefore, we disuss in the following a slightly moregeneral portfolio model, whih is meaningful from the pratial viewpoint and where VaR-onstraints generate a type of non-onvex problem whih an still be solved expliitely.More preisely, we study the following problemmaxfE hz;Xi jVaRp(hz;Xi)  VaRp(Y ) 8p 2 [0; 1℄;Xi zi = K; z  0g; (2)where, z;X and K keep the meaning of (1). There are two dierent features in (2)as ompared to (1): rst, the deterministi return level L in (1) is replaed now by a 1-dimensionsal random variable Y , whih an be interpreted as a benhmark return referringto a previously used portfolio. Seondly, and more importantly, the VaR-onstraint is nolonger formulated with respet to a single xed probability level p but rather with respetto all possible suh levels. In this way, ambiguity for hoosing the right p-value is avoided.Struturally, the dierene between (2) and (1) is manifested by the fat that the feasibleregion in (2) is dened by an innite family of inequality onstraints, thus one dealswith a problem of semi-innite optimization now. Clearly, the feasible region must lakonvexity, in general, beause already many of the single onstraints are non-onvex (seeprevious paragraph).Before turning to the solution of (2), we digress briey in order to provide a bettermotivation of (2) by its relation to the onept of rst order stohasti dominane (forreent work on optimization problems under stohasti dominane onstraints, we refer3
to, e.g., [1℄, [2℄, [3℄, [4℄). Reall that a random variable U stohastially dominates in therst order another random variable V (notation U  V ), ifP (U  t)  P (V  t) 8t 2 R:Motivated by [2℄ and [4℄ (although so-alled seond order dominane was onsidered there),we investigate the following portfolio optimization problem:maxfE hz;Xi j hz;Xi  Y; Xi zi = K; z  0g: (3)Here, z;X; Y andK have the samemeaning as in (2). The rst order dominane onstrainthz;Xi  Y is equivalent to requiring that (see, e.g., [4℄)Eu(hz;Xi)  Eu(Y )for any nondereasing funtion u for whih these expeted values are nite. This meansthat the expeted random return hz;Xi of the portfolio dened by z is onsidered to besuperior to the expeted return of the benhmark Y no matter whih (nondereasing) util-ity funtion u the deision maker hooses for measuring the value of return distributions.This property allows to model risk aversion without the need of speifying a partiularutility funtion. As a speial ase, for the utility funtion being the identity, one arrivesat the onlusion E hz;Xi  EY , so the expeted return of the hosen portfolio has toexeed that of the benhmark. Note, however, that the dominane onstraint is muhmore restritive than this simple relation of expeted values. A simple reetion on therespetive denitions shows that rst order stohasti dominane is also equivalent witha ontinuous family of VaR-onstraints:U  V () VaRp(U)  VaRp(V ) 8p 2 [0; 1℄;so that (3) turns out to be equivalent with (2). This motivates our setting. It is worthmentioning that often seond order stohasti dominane onstraints are preferred overrst order ones due to their preservation of onvexity (see [4℄). This is oherent with ourprevious remarks on potential non-onvexity of (2). Here, we want to demonstrate forthe example of normally distributed data, that the non-onvexity of VaR-onstraints doesnot exlude the derivation of an expliit solution.In the following, we shall use the notation X  N (;) to indiate that an n-dimensionalrandom variable X is normally distributed with mean vetor  and ovariane matrix .Moreover, we denote the norm indued by  as kk.Proposition 2.1 Let X  N (;) and Y  N (m;2) be normally distributed randomvariables of dimension n and 1, respetively. Then, the rst order dominane onstrainthz;Xi  Y with respet to some n-dimensional deision vetor z is equivalent to theonstraints kzk =  and hz; i  m.4
Proof. Passing to saled random variables, we see thatkzk 1 hz;X   i ;  1(Y  m)  N (0; 1):Therefore, denoting by  the one-dimensional standard normal distribution funtion, wearrive at the equivaleneshz;Xi  Y () P (hz;Xi  t)  P (Y  t) 8t 2 R() P (kzk 1 hz;X   i kzk 1 (t  hz; i))  P ( 1(Y  m)   1(t m)) 8t 2 R() (kzk 1 (t  hz; i))  ( 1(t m)) 8t 2 R() kzk 1 (t  hz; i)   1(t m) 8t 2 R() t(   kzk)   hz; i   kzkm 8t 2 R()    kzk = 0 and  hz; i   kzkm  0() kzk =  and hz; i  m.Note that the inequality hz; i  m is just a translation of the inequality E hz;Xi  EYwhih was mentioned above as a general onsequene of the dominane relation hz;Xi Y . For the ease of presentation, we onsider rst the following relaxation of problem(2) where the deterministi portfolio onstraints are omitted (we shall ome bak to theoriginal problem later):maxfE hz;Xi jVaRp(hz;Xi)  VaRp(Y ) 8p 2 [0; 1℄g: (4)Under the normality assumptions of Proposition 2.1 and referring bak to the equivaleneof (3) and (2), (4) may be reformulated asmaxfhz; i j kzk = ; hz; i  mg:Now, as the inequality onstraint refers to the same expression hz; i as the objetivefuntion, it an be replaed by an a posteriori hek on feasibility. More preisely, itsuÆes to solve the problem maxfhz; i j kzk = gand to hek, whether its optimal solution ẑ satises the inequality hẑ; i  m (if so,then ẑ is an optimal solution of the previous problem inluding the inequality onstraint,otherwise this previous problem has an empty feasible set).Clearly, the last problem is nononvex due to the nonlinear equality onstraint kzk =. On the other hand, as the objetive funtion is linear, it is equivalent to solve theproblem on the onvex hull of the onstraint set, whih evidently amounts tomaxfhz; i j kzk  g5
and whih ertainly is a onvex optimization problem. A simple alulation based on therst order neessary onditions reveals that (assuming a regular normal distribution forX and, hene, positive deniteness of ) its unique solution is given byẑ = kk 1 1: (5)The a posteriori feasibility hek mentioned above redues to verifying the relation kk 1  m;whih is easily alulated from the distribution data of X and Y , respetively. We sum-marize the previous observations as follows:Theorem 2.2 Let X  N (;) (with  6= 0 and  regular) and Y  N (m;2) benormally distributed random variables of dimension n and 1, respetively. Then, thefeasible set of the relaxed problem (4) is empty if  kk 1 < m and, otherwise, (4) hasthe unique solution (5) realizing the optimal value  kk 1 .Coming bak to the original, non-relaxed portfolio problem (2), things beome slightlymore ompliated from the tehnial point of view. The reason is that the onvex hullargument, used for the solution of the relaxed problem, is not as straightforward. Toproeed in the same way as before, one would need the equalityonv fz 2 Rnj kzk = ;Xi zi = K; z  0g = fz 2 Rnj kzk  ;Xi zi = K; z  0g:(6)While the inlusion '' in (6) is obvious, the reverse inlusion does not hold true ingeneral. However, for K large enough, one arrives at the inlusionfz 2 Rnj kzk = ;Xi zi = Kg  Rn+;whih an be used to derive (6). Note, that anyway the ratio K= has to respet ertainlower and upper limits in order to make the feasible set of (2) nonempty. Then, an expliitsolution for the omplete portfolio problem (2) an be found again from the orrespondingKuhn-Tuker onditions.Summarizing, we have seen, that for ertain speial, yet meaningful optimization prob-lems under value-at-risk onstraints, the presene of nononvexity does not exlude alosed form expliit solution. We note that the observations made in this setion an beeasily generalized from normal distributions to the larger lass of elliptially symmetridistributions (analogous to [7℄). 6
3 The Failure of Holder Continuity for the value-at-riskAn important feature of risk measures is ontinuity with respet to hanges of the underly-ing random variable. The reason is, that in optimization problems under risk onstraintsthis random variable is not xed but depends on a deision vetor. Moreover, addi-tional approximation eets an arise from disretization. For instane, remedies to thenon-onvexity of general VaR-onstraints ould be found for disrete distributions (see,e.g., [12℄ and [13℄) so that it might make sense to replae a possibly ontinuous originaldistribution by an empirial approximation. Therefore, it is of interest to analyze thequalitative or quantitative ontinuity of VaRp(X) as a funtion of the random variable Xor its distribution law, respetively. It is obvious that even qualitative ontinuity of VaRpannot be expeted without additional assumptions (ontinuity fails to hold, for instaneat X having a disrete distribution). For ontinuously distributed X, suitable onditionson the probability density or on the growth of the distribution funtion enable to derivethe so-alled almness of VaRp(X), whih is a Lipshitz-type property of quantitativeontinuity (see [6℄, Th. 7 or [14℄, Prop. 8). To be more preise, for a one-dimensionalrandom variable X dened on the probability spae (
;A; P ), we denote its distributionby X := P Æ X 1. Then, almness of VaRp at X means the existene of L; Æ > 0 suhthat jVaRp(Y ) VaRp(X)j  L~(Y ; X) for all Y suh that ~(Y ; X) < Æ; (7)where ~ denotes the Kolmogorov metri between the distributions of X and Y whih isdened by ~(Y ; X) = supt2RfjY (( 1; t℄)  X(( 1; t℄)jg:Although the estimate (7) looks like a Lipshitz property, it is signiantly weaker indeeddue to the fat that one random variable (namelyX) is held xed whereas only the seondvariable Y is allowed to move in a neighbourhood of X. In ontrast, a true Lipshitz esti-mate (whih holds, for instane, for the onditional value-at-risk, see [16℄, Ex. 16) wouldallow two variables to move independently in a ertain neighbourhood. While almnessis already quite a useful property in many respets of optimization problems (e.g., errorestimates, onstraint qualiation for neessary optimality onditions et.), a true Lip-shitz estimate would provide even more useful information, for instane for onvergeneof algorithms. Unfortunately, as it will be shown below, true Lipshitz estimates annotbe derived for the value-at-risk at any (!) ontinuously distributed random variable. Evenworse, the same negative result holds true for the weaker onept of Holder ontinuity andit also holds true not just for the Kolmogorov metri used in (7) but for any probabilitymetri weaker than that of total variation.To start with some denitions, let  be any probability metri on R. We all thep-value-at-risk loally Holder ontinuous of rate  > 0 with respet to  at a xed one-7
dimensional random variable X, if there exist L; Æ > 0 suh thatjVaRp(Y ) VaRp(Z)j  L (Y ; Z)holds true for all one-dimensional random variables Y;Z with (Y ; X) < Æ and  (Z ; X) < Æ:For any probability measures 1; 2 on R, letTV (1; 2) := supB2B j1(B)  2(B)jbe the metri of total variation between 1 and 2, where B refers to the olletion of allBorel subsets of R. If 1; 2 are probability metris on R, then we all 1 weaker than 2if 1  2 for some  > 0.Theorem 3.1 Let p 2 (0; 1) and X be an arbitrary one-dimensional random variablehaving a ontinuous distribution. Then, the p-value-at-risk is not loally Holder ontinu-ous of any rate at X with respet to any probability metri whih is weaker than the metriof total variation.Proof. Let  > 0 be a supposed Holder rate of the p-value-at-risk. By assumption,the distribution funtion FX(t) := P (X  t)is ontinuous. Dene x := VaRp(X) (note that x 2 R due to our assumption p 2 (0; 1)).The ontinuity of FX implies that FX(x) = p. We onsider a sequene of random variablesYn having distribution funtionsFYn(t) :=8>><>>: FX(t) t 2 ( 1; x)p t 2 [x; x+ n 1)p+ n(t  x  n 1)(FX(x+ 2n 1)  p) t 2 [x+ n 1; x+ 2n 1)FX(t) t 2 [x+ 2n 1;1) (n 2 N):One easily veries that the FYn are ontinuous funtions whih dier from FX just on theinterval (x; x+ 2n 1), where they are nondereasing by denition and due toFX(x+ 2n 1)  FX(x) = p:Consequently, the FYn are ontinuous distribution funtions too. Now, we estimate thedistane of total variation between X and Yn . Given any Borel subset B of R, we maydeompose it into 4 disjoint parts asB = B1 [B2 [B3 [B4;8
where the indies refer to the intersetion of B with the four disjoint intervals used in theonstrution of FYn. From the very denitions of FX and FYn , it follows thatX (B1) = Yn (B1) ; X (B4) = Yn (B4) (n 2 N);whenejX(B)  Yn(B)j = jX(B2 [B3)  Yn(B2 [B3)j  X(B2 [B3) + Yn(B2 [B3) 2  FX(x+ 2n 1)   p :Sine B was arbitrary, it follows from the ontinuity of FX thatdTV (X ; Yn)  2  FX(x+ 2n 1)  p!n 0: (8)Moreover, we have that VaRp(Yn) = x: (9)Indeed, VaRp(Yn)  x due to FYn(x) = p. On the other hand, the relation VaRp(Yn) < xwould yield the existene of some x < x suh that p  FYn(x) = FX(x) by onstrutionof Yn. This, however, results in the ontradition VaRp(X)  x < x.Next, we onsider a seond sequene of random variables Zn. First, we put xn :=VaRp n 2=(X) for n 2 N (note that xn 2 R for n large enough due to our assumptionp 2 (0; 1)). The ontinuity of FX implies that FX(xn) = p   n 2=. Clearly, xn < x and,in partiular, FYn(xn) = p n 2= for all n 2 N. The Zn are assumed to have distributionfuntionsFZn(t) := 8<: FYn(t) t 2 ( 1; xn)p  n 2= + n 2=(t  xn) (x+ n 1   xn) 1 t 2 [xn; x+ n 1)FYn(t) t 2 [x+ n 1;1) (n 2 N):The FZn are ontinuous funtions whih dier from FYn just on the interval (xn; x +n 1), where they are nondereasing. Consequently, the FZn are ontinuous distributionfuntions as well. To estimate the distane of total variation between Yn and Zn, onsideran arbitrary Borel subset B of R, wih we deompose into 3 disjoint parts as~B = ~B1 [ ~B2 [ ~B3;where the indies refer to the intersetion of ~B with the three disjoint intervals used inthe onstrution of FZn. Similar to the situation above, we have thatYn  ~B1 = Zn  ~B1 ; Yn  ~B3 = Zn  ~B3 (n 2 N);9
whene, by the denitions of Yn and Zn,Yn  ~B = Zn  ~B = Yn( ~B2)  Zn( ~B2)  Yn( ~B2) + Zn( ~B2) FYn(x+ n 1)  FYn(xn) + FZn(x+ n 1)  FZn(xn) p   (p  n 2=) + p   (p  n 2=) = 2n 2=:Sine ~B was arbitrary, it follows thatTV (Yn ; Zn)  2n 2= !n 0: (10)As a onsequene, (8) and (10) may be ombined toTV (X ; Zn)!n 0: (11)Moreover, VaRp(Zn) = x+ n 1: (12)Indeed, VaRp(Zn)  x+n 1 due to FZn(x+n 1) = FYn(x+n 1) = p. On the other hand,FZn(t) < FZn(x+ n 1) = p for t < x+ n 1 (see denition of Zn and reall that xn < x),whene VaRp(Zn)  x+ n 1. Summarizing, the relations (9), (12) and (10) amount tojVaRp(Yn) VaRp(Zn)j = n 1  2 nTV (Yn ; Zn) (n 2 N).Now, if  is a probability metri on R weaker than TV , then   TV for some  > 0,and the last relation may be extended tojVaRp(Yn) VaRp(Zn)j  n2   (Yn ; Zn) (n 2 N).Similarly, (8) and (11) imply that (X ; Yn) ;  (X ; Zn)!n 0:This, however, ontradits the loal Holder ontinuity of rate  > 0 of the p-value-at-riskwith respet to .We note that many important probability metris on R are weaker than the distane oftotal variation. Examples are: the total variation itself, the Komogorov metri, moregenerally, all kinds of disrepany metris, the Prokhorov metri, the Wasserstein metriand the Levy metri. By the theorem above, no Holder ontinuity of the p-value-at-riskan be expeted for all these metris, at least not in the neighborhood of a ontinuouslydistributed random variable.Finally, we want to reall that, by denition, VaR is the solution 'set' of a very simpleoptimization problem under a so-alled probabilisti (or hane) osntraint. Therefore, thenegative result of Theorem 3.1 has also a bearing on quantitative stability of solution setsto suh problems under perturbation of the underlying probability measure. This issuehas been intensively analyzed in [5℄. The results stated there are limited to redued Holderand Lipshitz properties of solution sets, where one parameter (the original distribution)is held xed and only the seond parameter is allowed to move. Theorem 3.1 onrmsthat no improvement of these results an be expeted.10
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